Parenting Series

Amy Ford,
Instructor

Author of *Brown Babies*  
*Pink Parents*

Register NOW!

Highland Business Center  
5930 Middle Fiskville Rd.  
Austin, Texas 78752

CDEC 1010 Interracial Parenting Series (8 hrs/$60/ $15 Material)
Thinking of adding children to your family from other cultures? Meet with an expert to determine how to create families of different races and cultures. Identify best practices to honor both cultures within a family. Courses include CDEX 3043 and CDEX 3044.

57113 100 Sep 17 & Sep 24 9am-1pm S HBC 301

CDEX 3043 Creating a Multi-Cultural Family in a Race Conscious World (4 hrs/$30)
Learn how and why multi-cultural families are created and what is involved in meeting the cultural needs of children who do not share the same race as the parents.

57114 100 Sep 17 9am-1pm S HBC 301

CDEX 3044 Best Practices of Transracial Families (4 hrs/$30)
Learn best practices of trans-racial families as well as practical ways to incorporate a second culture into the home in order to meet the needs of the child.

57115 100 Sep 24 9am-1pm S HBC 301